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Abstract: We define determinant bundles associated to the following data: (i) a
family of generalized Dirac operators on even dimensional manifolds with bound-
ary, (ii) the choice of a spectral section for the family of Dirac operators induced
on the boundary. Under the assumption that the operators of the boundary family
have null spaces of constant dimension we define, through the notion of Z?-zeta
function, a Quillen metric. We also introduce the analogue of the Bismut-Freed
connection. We prove that the curvature of a natural perturbation of the Bismut-
Freed connection equals the 2-form piece in the right-hand side of the family index
formula, thus extending to manifolds with boundary results of Quillen, Bismut and
Freed. Given a closed fibration, we investigate the behaviour of the Quillen metric
and of the Bismut-Freed connection under the operation of surgery along a fibering
hypersurface. We prove, in particular, additivity formulae for the curvature and for
the logarithm of the holonomy.

Introduction

Determinants of elliptic operators arise frequently in Quantum Field Theory. In the
evaluation of path integrals over families of Dirac operators 5 = (5Z), z e B, it
is desirable to have a determinant function, DET: B —» (C, assigning a complex
number to each operator δ z .

As explained in the fundamental work of Quillen [23] in general it is only
possible to assign a determinant line bundle det(δ) and a natural section σ G
^°°(j5;det(δ)) to any such Dirac family. If the determinant line bundle is trivial
then by fixing a trivializing section τ e ^°°(i?;det(δ)) we can define a determinant
function DETτ e ^°°{B) by comparing the two sections σ,τ : σ(z) = DETτ(z)τ(z).
In the physics literature the obstruction to find such a trivializing section is referred
to as an anomaly. Even if the determinant line bundle is trivial there are many
possible choices of τ and it is natural to try to determine a canonical one.

In the case of d-operators acting on a vector bundle E over a Riemann surface
M, thus with parameter space B equal to the space stf of holomorphic structures
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on E, Quillen solved this problem by introducing a natural metric || |L on det(d)
and computing the curvature of the unique complex metric-compatible connection
Vdet. The curvature formula allows for the construction of a new metric with flat
associated complex metric-compatible connection. Once such a connection has been
constructed the determinant function is obtained as above by fixing an everywhere
flat (trivializing) section which exists since the space srf is contractible.

Bismut and Freed [10,11] extended the work of Quillen to an arbitrary smooth
family of twisted Dirac operators δ on even-dimensional manifolds by introducing
the Quillen metric on det(δ) together with a natural metric-compatible connection.
Building also on conjectures of Witten [27] they proved formulae for the curvature
and the holonomy of this connection. These formulae represent the obstruction to
trivializing the determinant bundle by parallel transport, as done by Quillen, and they
are often referred to as the local and global anomaly formulae. The global anomaly
formula was also proved, independently, by Cheeger in [13]. See also [14,26]. In
this paper we have two specific goals in mind. First we extend to manifolds with
boundary the results of Bismut and Freed, with the notable exception of the global
anomaly formula which will be the object of a future publication. Second we give
surgery results (or, in a more physical language, sewing rules) for the local and
global anomalies whenever a fibration ψ : M —• B of closed manifolds defining a
family of generalized Dirac operators δ is cut along a fibering hypersurface H,
producing two families of generalized Dirac operators on manifolds with boundary.

Let us describe more precisely the contents of this paper. Families of Dirac
operators δ on spin manifolds with boundary were first considered in [6]. Much
of the analysis carried out there is done under the assumption that the family of
Dirac operators induced on the boundary, δ 0 , is invertible; we shall refer to this as
the invertible case. In [18] (see also [19] for the odd-dimensional case) the main
results of [6] are extended to an arbitrary family of Dirac operators, i.e. with no
assumption on the boundary family. Given such a family δ, we can always choose
a spectral section P for the boundary family δo (see Sect. 1 below for the def-
inition) and thus a smooth family of generalized Atiyah-Patodi-Singer boundary
conditions. In [18] an index formula for the Chern character of the index bundle
associated to these generalized Atiyah-Patodi-Singer boundary value problems is
proved. To prove such a formula the Z?-calculus for elliptic operators on manifolds
with boundary is used in a crucial way. First of all it allows for a deformation
of the family of generalized Atiyah-Patodi-Singer boundary value problems (δ,P)
defined by our data to a family of perturbed Dirac operators δ+AP, with AP a
family of 6-pseudodirΓerential operators of order — oo, with the property that the
boundary family δo +^/>,o is invertible. The ordinary Atiyah-Patodi-Singer bound-
ary condition, suitably interpreted in the framework of Z?-geometry, can be applied
in this case, giving a continuous family of Fredholm operators. Since the two fam-
ilies of Fredholm operators so defined, viz. (ό,P) and δ +AP, are homotopic, they
fix the same index class in K° of the base. Thus one is reduced to proving the
family index theorem in the invertible case but for a larger class of operators. The
^-calculus is used again at this point, in the form of a formula for the Z>-trace of
a supercommutator, to compute explicitly the boundary contribution, a generalized
eta-form, which enters into the final formula for the Chern character. By applying
these results of [18] we are able to give in Sect. 1 the general definition of deter-
minant bundle for families of Dirac operators on manifolds with boundary, together
with an explicit formula for its Chern class. The definition depends on the choice
of the spectral section P9 although there is a formula relating the Chern class of
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two determinant bundles associated to different choices of spectral sections. Using
this formula we show that there always exists a spectral section Q for which the
determinant bundle is trivial. We use the notation det^(δ,P) for the determinant
line bundle associated to δ and the spectral section P.

Next we pass to the study of the Hermitian geometry of such a determinant line
bundle. To do so we need to assume the operators of the boundary family to have
null space of constant dimension in z G B. We refer to this as the constant rank
case. We then choose P to be equal to Π^, the spectral projection corresponding to
the non-negative eigenvalues of the boundary family. Although all of our results are
valid under the constant rank assumption we start in Sects. 2, 3 to treat the invertible
case. Using the regularity results for the Z>-zeta function of an elliptic ^-differential
operator ([22,17]) we introduce in Sect. 2 the Z?-Quillen metric on det&(δ,Π^).
We also study the variation of the Z?-zeta function and of its derivative in 0 G C.
We show in particular that the usual formulae hold. This is not obvious, since
by applying DuhameΓs principle, boundary contributions arise from the formula
for the Z?-trace of a commutator of two operators; we show that these boundary
contributions are always zero. The validity of these variation formulae shows once
again ([22]) that as far as index theory on manifolds with boundary is concerned,
6-zeta functions play the same role as ordinary zeta functions in index theory on
closed manifolds. In Sect. 3 we use these results to introduce a natural connection
6ydet jfas j s t n e a n a i O g u e o f the Bismut-Freed connection. We prove that this
connection is compatible with the Z?-Quillen metric. The point here is again to make
sure that various boundary contributions arising from applications of DuhameΓs
principle are identically zero and that the arguments given in the proof of the
compatibility in the closed case (see for example [2]) can be carried over.

In Sect. 4 we investigate the behaviour of the determinant line bundle, the
Quillen metric and the Bismut-Freed connection under surgery. The operation of
surgery is explained at length at the beginning of that section. To describe it in-
formally consider a fibration of (for simplicity spin) closed manifolds φ : M —> B
defining a family of Dirac operators δ as in [10,11]. Let H be an embedded dis-
connecting codimension one submanifold of M. We assume that H fibres as well,
thus φH ' H —> B. M is therefore the union of two fibrations with boundary M°,Mι

along the fibration //, each fibre φ~ι(z) = Mz being the union along Hz of two
manifolds with boundary M^M] : Mz = Mz° \}HMλ

z. Let UH = [-1,1] x H be a
collar neighbourhood of//; by surgery, following [16], we mean the stretching of
the collar neighbourhood UH to a cylinder of infinite length. If gM/B is the family
of metrics of the spin fibration φ : M —> B and if x G ̂ °°(M) is a defining func-
tion for //, this intuitive idea of stretching is rigorously realized by considering the
family of metrics

_ H 2

and letting ε [ 0. As ε [ 0 each manifold Mz ^develops a neck |21ogε|-long around
the hypersurface H. For ε = 0 we obtain M, the disjoint union of two exact

Z?-fibrations M ,M of the sort considered in the first three sections of the pa-
per and the idea is to follow what happens to det(δ(ε)), its Quillen metric and
Bismut-Freed connection when ε J, 0. Under the assumption that the Dirac oper-
ators induced on Hz are invertible we prove that there exists a natural explicit
isomorphism

^) (1)
o ,/7<)0det Z ) (δ
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for each ε small enough. Here Π^ is the spectral projection corresponding to the
non-negative eigenvalues of the boundary operator associated to δ—1. In particular,
since δ and δ(ε) are homotopic, we obtain an isomorphism

det(δ) <-> deta(δ- 0 , i7<) 0 det 6 (δ-i , i7>). (2)
M M —

Next we analyze the behaviour of the Quillen metric || WQUΛ a n d of the Bismut-

Freed connection Vdet'ε showing on the one hand that the pushforward under the

above isomorphism of the Quillen metric || WQU) multiplied by ε^(°'δ#) converges

as ε | 0 to the 6-Quillen metric on det&(δ— o,Π<) 0 det^δ—1,/7^) whereas the

pushforward of the connection Vdet?ε + log ε dζr(0,b2

H) converges to the Bismut-
Freed connection ^Vdet'° 0 Id + Id 0 ^VdeU. These results yield immediately, in
Sect. 5, the (asymptotic) additivity of the curvature and of the logarithm of the
holonomy under surgery : as ε [ 0,

/ydet,ε\2 __^ /Z>ydet,0\2 , /6ydet,l\2

holy(Vd e t ' ε) -> holy(*Vdet'°) holy (^V^'1) Vy G M a p ( S \ 5 ) . (3)

These are the sewing rules called for in [25]. They tell us that the two anoma-
lies associated to the fibration M = Mo \jHM\ can be split into two contributions
coming from MQ and M\. The results of these two sections are based on the pseu-
dodiίferential surgery calculus of [16].

In Sect. 6 we finally prove the local anomaly formula on manifolds with bound-
ary in the invertible case which is at this point a simple application of the trans-
gressed form of the family index formula: if P = 77^, so that the index bundle is
simply realized by a family of ^-differential operators acting on unweighted Sobolev
spaces, and if null(δ+) Θ null(δ~) is a smooth bundle, so that Ind(δ,77^)Ξ
Ind(δ) = null(δ), then

1 ^ 1 °° /dJk i\
Ch(Ind(δ)) = w JA(M/B)CW(E) - -η + d J b-STv - p Γ ^ ds (4)

(2π/)2 M/B 2 0 \ ds J

as differential forms on B. In this formula As is the rescaled Bismut superconnection
and rj is the eta form introduced by Bismut and Cheeger (see [6 or 18] for the
definition). The Chern character on the left-hand side is computed with respect
to the compression of the 1-form piece of the Bismut superconnection onto the
null bundle null(δ). Using this formula and the results of Sects. 2 and 3, the local
formula for the curvature of the Bismut-Freed connection on det/,(δ, 17^),

(z,vdet)2 L L JA(M/B)CW(E) - l-η) (5)

2 y
( v ) JA

\{2nί)2 M/B

follows easily.
The results on surgery and on the local anomaly formula are extended to the

constant rank case in Sect. 8. After some preliminary results on the analysis of
elliptic families on manifolds with boundary, which are gathered in Sect. 3, we
show that for a natural perturbation (^Vdet) of the Bismut-Freed connection on

^ ) , the following local anomaly formula holds:

L L fA(M/B)Ch\E) \j i c h ( l l δ Vnu11)L fA(M/B)Ch\E) -\rj- ich(nullδ0, V
nu11) ] (6)

i)2M/B 2 2 J
f

(2πi)2M/B
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with Vnu11 denoting the compression of the 1-form piece of the Bismut supercon-
nection onto the bundle null(δo). The precise statement is given in Theorem 2. We
then establish the surgery isomorphism (2) in the constant rank case and prove that
(3), i.e. the additivity of the curvature and of the logarithm of the holonomy under
surgery, holds for the perturbed Bismut-Freed connection. The surgery results are
stated in detail in Theorem 3. It should be mentioned that the constant rank case
is really obtained by reduction to the invertible case, by considering the family δ
acting on weighted Sobolev spaces. It is for this reason that we are able to work
with the surgery calculus of [16] throughout and avoid the more delicate logarithmic
surgery calculus of [15].

A final comment on our assumption about the boundary family δo The lo-
cal anomaly formula can be seen as a consequence of the transgressed form of
the family index theorem which follows in turn from the local family index the-
orem. For an arbitrary spectral section P the index theorem of [18] is not local;
as explained above it is first necessary to homotope the family of boundary value
problems defined by δ and P to the family of Z?-pseudodifferential operators δ +AP,
with invertible boundary family, and then apply the Z?-calculus to the latter. In this
operation locality is lost, the index formula only holds at the cohomological level;
in particular, unless the boundary family is invertible, or unless it has null spaces
of constant dimension in z e B, there is not a transgressed form of the index the-
orem. This explains our assumption at least as far as the local anomaly formula
is concerned. The situation might be slightly better in the case of surgery. First of
all it should be possible to extend the isomorphism (2), which is also valid in the
constant rank case, to an arbitrary spectral section P obtaining

det(δ) <-> det6(δ-o,(Id - P)) <g> det 6 (δ-i,P) (7)

(see [25] for a special case). Moreover using the results of Muller [20] it is pos-
sible to^ introduce the Bismut-Freed connection on the determinant line bundle
detAPs(δ,^) defined by the family of generalized Atiyah-Patodi-Singer boundary
value problems fixed by δ and P. In this context, which is definitely different from
the one considered here, one could at least hope for surgery results of the type
considered in this paper by employing the techniques of [12].

Section 1. Determinant Line Bundles on Manifolds With Boundary

Let φ : M —» B be a fibration of smooth compact manifolds with fibres diffeomor-
phic to a fixed even-dimensional manifold with boundary X. Let gM/B be a family
of exact ^-metrics and let E be a Hermitian Έ2 -graded module for the Clifford al-
gebra bundle associated to the vertical Z?-cotangent bundle bT*(M/B). For Clifford
algebras we shall use the convention of [17]. Thus for any two covectors α and β,

Let V^ be a vertical (true) connection on E which is assumed to be unitary and
Clifford. Let δ = (δ z) e Oiffl

b φ(M;E) be the family of Dirac operators associated
to these data. We refer the reader to [18 and 19] for some of the notation used in
this paper. Let δo = (δo,z) £ Difflφ(dM;E\dM) be the family of Dirac opera-
tors induced on the boundary. By Proposition 1 of [18] (and its Corollary) we
can always choose a spectral section P for the boundary family 5Q. Thus P is
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a smooth family of 0th-order pseudodifferential operators, P e W°d,(dM;E\dM),

Pz : L2(dMz;E\dMz) —> L2(dMz;E\dMz), which are self-adjoint projection and with
the additional property that there exists a positive function R £ ^°°(i?) such that

zu = u if λ > R(z)
(1.1)

zu = 0 if λ < -R(z).

There are three distinct families of Fredholm operators associated to 5 and a choice
of a spectral section P for δo

First of all we can consider the metric-incomplete setting of Atiyah, Patodi and
Singer. For this we need to assume a product metric near the boundary. If M,E
denote the total space and the Clifford module in this case, then the smooth family

(δ + ,P) : D o m ( 5 \ P ) -> %°°(M;E-)

with
Dom(δ + ,P) = {ue %°°(M;E+); P(u \ dM) = 0} (1.2)

is Fredholm, when considered as a family acting on the appropriate Sobolev com-

pletions, with null space consisting of ^°° functions. According to Quillen [23] (see

also [10]) there is a well defined determinant line bundle associated to (δ + ,P) . We

shall denote this line bundle by detAPs(δ+,P).

If we add a cylindrical end (—00,0]^ x dM to M and we make the usual change
of variable x = exp(t ), then we obtain a fibration of ^-manifolds which are product
type near the boundary. More generally if the metrics on the fibres are exact we
can define, following [18], two distinct families of Fredholm operators. The first
one is a (local) family of Fredholm operators acting on Hubert spaces which are
finite dimensional extensions of weighted Sobolev spaces. We denote the associated
determinant line bundle by det^,(δ?JP). The second family, in this complete setting,
is obtained by perturbing δ by an element Ap £ Ψ^^(M9E), i.e. a smooth family
of &-pseudodifferential operators of order (—oo), so that the boundary operators
of the perturbed family are all invertible; acting on unweighted Sobolev spaces
the perturbed family δ+AP £ Ψι

bφ(M,E) is Fredholm. Thus there exists a well
defined determinant bundle which we will simply denote by det&(δ + Ap). Since, as
explained in Proposition 6 of [18], these two families are homotopic it follows that

In the product case we can use Lemma 2 in [18] obtaining a natural isomorphism

d e t A P S ( δ , P ) ^ d e t , ( δ , P ) . (1.3)

Directly from the family index theorem proved in [18] we obtain (see [1]) the
following result.

Theorem 1. For the Chern class of the determinant line bundle det£,(δ,,P) the
following formula holds:

c,(det4(δ,/>)) = - y jA(M/B)Ch'(E) - -ηP inH2(B). (1.4)
/ MjO J p̂ -i

If the fibre metrics are of product type near the boundary then

ci(detAPS(δ,P)) = .
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It should be remarked at this point that if Q is a different spectral section for
δo, then the relative index theorem of [18] gives a way to relate the Chern classes
of deta(δ,P) and det*(δ,β):

ci(deta(δ,g)) = ci(det*(δ,P)) + Ch([P -

It is proved in [19] that the formal differences of spectral sections associated
to a Dirac operator exhaust all of K°(B) (see Proposition 11). Since the Chern
character gives an isomorphism Ch: K°(B) 0 C —> Hev(B) we obtain the following
somewhat surprising result:

Proposition 1. There always exists a spectral section Q such that

ci(deta(δ,β)) = O.

Theorem 1 gives a way of measuring the non-triviality of the determinant line
bundle associated to a family of Dirac operators and the choice of a spectral section
P for the induced boundary family. As explained in the introduction it is however
important to investigate the Hermitian geometry of detAps(δ,P) and det^(δ,P), as in
[23,10]. In order to carry out this program we need to impose some restrictions on
the boundary family δo = (δo,z) £ Difΐι

dφ(dM;E \ dM). The assumption we need to
make is the following:

The null spaces of the boundary family δo z, z G B, are of constant dimension .
(1.5)

We refer to assumption (1.5) as the constant rank case. Under this assumption we
can and we shall choose the spectral section P to be 77^, with Πz> equal to the
spectral projection corresponding to the non-negative eigenvalues of the boundary
operators δo, z.

Section 2. A-Zeta Functions and A-Quillen Metrics

In order to investigate the geometry of the determinant line bundles detAPs(δ,77^)
and det/,(δ,77^) we first assume the boundary operators to be invertible. Thus we
assume

For each z G B the boundary operator δo,z is invertible . (2.1)

We shall treat the constant rank case in Sect. 8.
Consider the determinant line bundle det/,(ό,77^). This is simply the determinant

line bundle associated to the family of Fredholm operators

Assumption (2.1) implies that 0 ^ spec(δo,z)
2 for each z G B. Thus the Z^-spectrum

of ό^ is discrete near zero; following [23] and [10] we can then give the following
description of det&(δ, 77^).

There exists a δ > 0 such that

spec(δj^) n {w G R : w\ g δ} = 0 (2.2)

for each z G B. Thus (see [17]) the Z^-spectrum of the self-adjoint operator δ^ is
discrete with finite multiplicity precisely in the region S(δ) = {x G R : 0 ^ x ^ δ}.
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Let λ G S(δ) and consider the open subset of B,

Since the spectrum is discrete in the region S(δ) it is clear that the Uχ's give an
open covering % of the manifold B. We denote by Pχ = (Pz

λ) the family of spectral
projections corresponding to the interval [0, λ) c IR, i.e. the orthogonal projections,
in Ll(Mz;E), onto the direct sum of the eigenvalue which are less than λ. Since δ 2

is Έ2-graded even we see that Pz

λ is also Έ2-graded even. Following the notation
in [2] we consider the Έ2 -graded complex vector bundle Hχ on Uχ defined by the
range of the family Pχ:

{Hχ)z = (H+)z Θ (H~)z = ( r a n ^ ' + ) θ ( r a n ^ ' ~ ) .

The same arguments given in [18] for the null bundle of the family δ show that
Hχ is a smooth vector bundle on Uχ. We consider the line bundle over Uχ,

det(Hλ) = (ΛmaxH+γ <g> (ΛmaxHΓ).

If μ G S(δ) and λ < μ then on Uχ Π Uμ we certainly have

Hμ = Hχ θ//[;„, μ) ,

with H^μ) equal to the direct sum of the eigenspaces corresponding to the eigen-
values in the interval [λ, μ). Thus

We can define a line bundle by gluing dεt(Hχ) and dεt(Hμ) on Uχ Π Uμ through
the non-zero function det(δj μ ) ) induced by the isomorphism

We denote this line bundle by det^δ). As explained in [10] the two line bun-
dles det/?(δ, 77^) and det^(δ) are canonically identified; we shall often think of
det^(δ,/7^) and det^,(δ) as the same object.

For families of Dirac operators acting on closed manifolds, Quillen has intro-
duced a natural metric on the determinant bundle. This is nowadays referred to as
the Quillen metric; it is defined through the derivative at the origin of the zeta
function of the positive Dirac Laplacians.

Let A e Ψl(X\E) be a positive elliptic Z>-pseudodifferential operator acting
between the smooth sections of a vector bundle E on a manifold with boundary X.
In [22] the complex powers A~S,RQS >> 0, were studied. These complex powers are
not trace class in general and one must take a regularization of the trace functional,
the &-trace [17], in order to define the Z?-zeta function of A. Thus for Res large,

bζ(A,s) = b-Ίr(A-s).

The reader is referred to [22,17] for the proofs of the main properties of bζ that
will be used in the sequel. In our particular case it follows that for each z e Uχ,

b

 o o ) (δ z -δ+)- s ) (2.3)
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is well defined for Res > 0. Here λ < δ and P^χ^ = Id — Pzj\ It can be proved,
either by studying the structure of the Schwartz kernel of the complex powers of
A [22] or by using the Mellin transform and the asymptotic of the heat kernel for
small times [17], that the complex function bζ(s,δ~δ+, λ) admits a meromorphic
extension to the whole complex plane. The point s = 0, an a priori pole, is regular.
Thus bζ'(O,δ-δ+,λ) is well defined for each z e Uχ. Since 5 e Όifflφ(M;E) is
a smooth family of operators, we see that, as z varies in Uχ, bζf(O,δ~δ^,λ) defines
a smooth function on Uχ. We denote this function by bζ'(O,δ~δ+, λ). It is important
to note that if z e Uχ Π Uμ, with λ < μ < δ, then for Res large,

Since b-Ίv = Tr on trace class operators it follows that

with 0 < λ < λ\ S ''' ^ λm ̂  μ < δ an enumeration of the eigenvalues of δ~δ+
between λ and μ. This implies directly, by meromorphic continuation, the key
formula

m

*C'(0A-δz

+,A) = ^ ( θ Λ - δ + , / 0 - Σ logΛ . (2.4)

To define the Quillen metric we now proceed as in [23]: the Z|-metrics associated
to the family of exact 6-metrics gM/B induce a metric on H[0,λ) and thus a metric

• \χ on (det^,(5)) \ Uχ = det(//[0,,i)) We define the Quillen metric as

| |. |k β = e-»C(0,β-^)/2|.U - ( 2 5 )

Formula (2.4) implies that || \\btQ is globally defined on

We end this section by computing the variation of the function bζ'(O,δz δ+,/l).
We will denote by d/dz a generic partial derivative in a fixed coordinate patch
contained in Uχ.

Lemma 1. Over the set Uχ the following formula holds

^(bζ(s,δ-δt,λ)) = -s (b-Ύv (p+iz (^(δ δt)) ( δ . - δ + Γ * - 1 ) ) . (2.6)
OZ \ \ \ / / /

Proof For Res large the Z?-zeta function can be expressed, using the Mellin trans-
form, in terms of the Z?-trace of the heat kernel:

, I OO A - +

,OO) p ^ ̂  (Λ,OO)

where M denotes the Mellin transform. The derivative with respect to z of the last
term above is the sum of two terms; one involving the derivative of the projection
and the other involving the derivative of the heat kernel. The first contribution
vanishes and we are left with the task of proving that

(2.7)
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We apply DuhameΓs principle to compute the derivative of the heat kernal obtain-
ing, for the left-hand side, the integral

-b-Tr (ie-V-^P^ (|βΓ6ί) e'

Here we used the fact that [exp(—tδ~6^),Pz/^,] = 0. We rewrite this term as the
sum of the right-hand side of (2.7) and a term which involves the Z?-trace of a
commutator:

-b-Tr

Applying the Z?-trace identity [17] to the latter term we obtain

^ d

(2.8)

where following the identifications in [18] we have used the identity I(6~δ^,w) =
w2 -f (δo,z)2 Notice that this also implies that

Recall that λ < δ with δ as in (1.2). Thus the same analysis given in [17] for the
projection operator onto the null space of an elliptic ^-differential operator shows
that the image under the blow down map of the Schwartz kernel of Pz^ is given
by a continuous section of the external tensor product E \Σ1 E* over Mz x Mz which
is smooth in the interior and vanishes over the boundary. Thus I(PZχ+,w) = 0 for
each W E € S O that

Thus we can rewrite the last integral in the right-hand side of (2.8) as

1
2πί

which is clearly zero. Thus (2.7) holds and the proof of the lemma is complete.
Recall from [17] (see also [18] for the case of families) that b-Tr(exp(-u6~ δ+))

has an asymptotic expansion for small u. It is obvious that an analogous asymptotic
expansion holds for ft-TrίP^^expί—uδ~δ+)) :

b-Tr(Pz;f Λe~ z z ) ~ Y* ak(z)uk

v (λ. oo) ' t-^ κ^ '
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with n equal to the dimension of the fibre Mz. Formula (2.7) implies an asymptotic
expansion for Z?-Tr(P^ o o )( |δ z"δ+)exp(-ι/δ7δ+)):

-Σ^(Φ', (2.9)

which in turn gives an asymptotic expansion for ( ^ o o ( ^ z δ ) ( δ . Γ δ 2 J )

exp(—td~δ+)), simply obtained by taking the integral from H o oo of formula

(2.9). If we denote by

ί->0

the coefficient of t° in this asymptotic expansion, then we obtain from Lemma 6,
as in [2], the following important result

Proposition 2. On the open set Uχ we have

μ,oo) y^z z z J ) )
(2.10)

= - L I M

Section 3. The Bismut-Freed Connection in the A-Context

In this section we introduce a natural connection ^Vdet compatible with the b-

Quillen metric. Let λ < δ, with δ as in (1.2). Observe incidentally that over the set

Uχ C B the operator δ^oo) = PyhOo)& has Z/[o,A) as its kernel bundle. As in [2] we

consider the superconnection Aχ = δ(^oo) + A[η with A[η the one-form piece of the

Bismut superconnection. Let Aχj = t^b^^) + A[η be the rescaled superconnection

associated to Aχ. Define two differential 1-forms o£(t9λ\i] G ̂ °°(Uχ,Λι) by

= (b-jr± ί^ie-^A) . (3.1)

More explicitly

= - i * - T r ± ( P U o o ) 5 = F [ A [ 1 ] , δ ± > - ^ > 2 ) . (3.2)

It follows from [17] (Proposition (7.27)) and [18] (Proposition 20) that af{
has an asymptotic expansion for t small:

Thus
oo

(3.3)

is well defined. The 1-form piece of the Bismut superconnection induces, through
the spectral projection P[o,χ), a Έ2-graded connection on Z/[O,A) which in turn induces
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a connection bVλ on (det^δ) \ Uχ. This connection is compatible with the metric
I \χ induced by the Z^-inner product. To define a connection compatible with the
Quillen metric we consider on (det/, δ) \ Uχ the connection

Z ydet = b^λ + β+ψ) ( 3 > 4 )

One proves as in the boundaryless case that bVλ + β%(λ) and bVμ + β£(μ) agree
over the set Uχ Π Uμ once we identify det(//[0,/)) and det(//[o,μ)) by multiplying by
the non-vanishing section det(δί 0 of det(//μ μ)). Thus ^Vdet is globally defined
on det^,(δ,77^). To prove that it is compatible with the Quillen metric we need the
following

Lemma 2. Over the set Uχ

(3.5)

Proof. From the expression (3.2) it follows that o£(t,λ)[\] is equal to the complex
conjugate of

(3.6)

Locally in U C Uλ we can write A ^ = d + ω± with ω ± € cg'0O(φ~1((y,

hom(£'))). With the identifications explained in [18] we have

(too) δo w e C (3.7)

since, as already remarked, I(P^ti),w) — 0. Recall also that

ω+ \ dM = oΓ \ dM . (3.8)

The last two lines in (3.6) are equal to

(3.9)
Application of the δ-trace identity ([17]) gives the equality of (3.9) with

R V™
J I —(/wH-θo)(co f όM)e v °M αw

ίί(ω~ \dM\iw-
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which is easily seen to be zero. Next we consider the complex conjugate of the first
two lines in (3.6). Since A[i] is compatible with the L^-metrics defined by QMJB we
find

the last step being obtained by applying once again the fr-trace identity to the terms
involving commutators together with (3.8).

To establish the second formula in (3.6) we write

W ) + βbW = UMb-Ύr+(P+λoΰ)[Am,d-d+](d-δ+)-ιe-'6~6+).

Using the fact that P^λ ^ is a projection commuting with δ~δ+ we obtain

The Z?-trace of the commutator vanishes since the w-derivative of the indicial family
of the first term in the commutator is odd in w whereas the indicial family of the
second term is even. On the other hand by Proposition 2 the first term on the
right-hand side is precisely — dbζ'(O,δ~δ+,λ) proving the lemma.

Proceeding as in [2] we obtain from Lemma 2 the following.

Proposition 3. The connection blS7άQt is compatible with the b-Quίllen metric || ||^g
on

Section 4. Surgery

Let φ : M —> B be a fibration of closed Riemannian even dimensional manifolds
with fibre diffeomorphic to a fixed compact closed manifold X and let E be a
vertical Hermitian Clifford module as in [2]. We denote by QMJB the metric on the
vertical tangent bundle T(M/B); thus for each z £ B Mz = φ~ι(z) is endowed with
the metric gz = QMJB \ TMZ. Let δ be the associated family of Dirac operators. Let
H be a codimension one embedded submanifold of M. We assume that H fibres
over B\ thus there exists a codimension one embedded submanifold Y of X and a
fibre bundle χ : H —> B with fibres diffeomorphic to Y.

We assume, for simplicity, that H separates M\ thus φ : M —> B is the union
of two fibrations φi : Mι —> B, i = 0,1 with common boundary equal to H : Mz —
Mz ΌH MZ for e a c h Z £ B'
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Let x G ̂ °°(M) be a defining function for H (thus H = {x = 0} and
on //) . It should be remarked that one of the two fibrations with boundary, say
M°, will have the normal vector field to its boundary, d/dx, oriented in the outward
direction.

We consider the fibration M = M° U M obtained by taking the disjoint union of

the compactification M\ i = 0,1 of the fibrations obtained by attaching a cylindrical
end to Mi.

Consider the family of Riemannian metrics

We shall also use the shorter notation gz(ε) for the metric (4.1) restricted to the
fibre Mz.

The limit metric gM/βΦ) = g(0) endows the fibration φ : M = M° L\M —> B/

with a vertical family of exact Z?-metrics. Equivalently gz(0) defines on MZ\HZ the
structure of a complete manifold with asymptotically cylindrical ends.

The goal of this section is to make use of the surgery calculus of [16] and study
the uniform behaviour of the Quillen metric and the Bismut-Freed connection when
we pass from the determinant bundle associated to the family of Dirac operators
fixed by the closed Riemannian fibration (φ : M —> B,gM/B(εo)) to the ^-determinant
bundle associated to the family of Dirac operators fixed by the exact Z?-Riemannian
fibration with boundary (φ : M —> #,#M/#(0))-

Notice that the Hermitian geometry of det(δ), δ being the original family, and
det(δ(εo)) are easily related. These line bundles are obviously isomorphic; moreover
they admit Quillen metrics and Bismut-Freed connections with curvatures equal to
the 2-form piece of the right-hand side of the respective local family index formu-
lae. By well known transgression formulae the two curvatures differ by an exact
2-form da e ^°°(B;Λ2). In particular by subtracting the globally defined 1-form
α it is always possible to modify the Bismut-Freed connection Vdet on det(δ) so
as to define a new connection Vdet with curvature precisely equal to the one of
the Bismut-Freed connections of det(δ(εo)) Thus there is no loss of generality in
assuming that δ = δ(εo)

Let us explain our goal more precisely. If the fibres of φ : M —> B have a spin
structure, then, as explained in [16], the metrics (4.1) and the choice of a spin
structure on Mz, z e B fix a surgery spin structure: this means that for each z e B
there exists a well defined spinor bundle S on (Mz)s = [Mz x [0, l]',Hz x {0}], a
Clifford action cl5( ) of ST(MZ)S on S and an induced Levi-Civita connection Vs.
These data endow S —> (Mz)s with the structure of a surgery Hermitian Clifford
module with Hermitian Clifford connection. The associated Dirac operator

δz(ε) = -c\sV
s

is an element in Diff](Mz;S) (see [16] for the notation). The latter statement simply
specifies how the ε-family of the differential operator δz(ε) fixed by (4.1) degener-
ates as ε I 0; in particular the limit operator δz(0) is, for each z £ B, an element in
Diff],(Mz;S). We will also use the notation δzjj for the limit operator: notice that
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It is important to understand precisely the structure of the operators δ gO,δ—1

near the respective boundaries. We consider the bundle endomoφhisms Lf = Id and

L~ = cl(dx/(x2 + £2)2). Let φι

ε,...,φ", n = 2k be a g(ε)-orthogonal local basis

in the vertical cotangent bundle with φ\ — dx/(x2 + ε2)2. Finally let Γβ be the
associated chirality operator. Thus Γ2 = Id and the positive and negative spinors
are by definition the eigenspaces associated to 1 and —1 respectively. Let LQ and
Jo be the limit endomoφhisms. Following [18] and using the grading induced by
Jo it is easy to see that near the boundary:

Lξ • 5± (I±)-> = ±x^- + 6H (4.2)
M OX

with δH equal to the Dirac family on χ : H —> B induced by the boundary Clifford
action

c\d(ξ) = cl (i—) cl(O with ξ G T*(H/B) = T*(dMl/B).
x

Similarly

L* • δi, (Lfrx = ±y^- + δ(-H) with y=-x. (4.3)
M oy

Following [16] we first make the following assumption:

Vz G B the Dirac operator induced by δz-g on Hz is invertible . (4.4)

In Sect. 8 we shall relax assumption (4.4) and only assume that these operators
have null space of constant rank in z.

To each family δ(ε) = (δ2(ε)) z G#, with 0 < ε ^ εo? we can associate a deter-
minant bundle with a Quillen metric and a Bismut-Freed connection. Moreover, by
the results of the previous sections, the same can be done for the family of &-Dirac
operators 5(0) e Diffb-τ(M,S) and the real interest now is to understand how these
geometric objects degenerate when ε j 0. This explains the program of the present
section whenever we are dealing with Dirac operators associated to spin structures
as well as with their twisted versions.

In the general case, i.e. when the original family δ(ε0) is made of a generalized
Dirac operator acting on the sections of a vertical Clifford module E(εo), we need
to introduce on E, the pull-back of E(ε0) to the surgery space, a surgery Hermitian
Clifford structure together with an Hermitian ^-connection. Once a defining function
for H has been fixed there is an isomoφhism between ST(MZ)S, z G B, and the pull-
back of TMZ to (Mz)s. Thus there certainly exists an action of C\{ST{MZ)S) on E
(i.e. a surgery Clifford action c\s{ )) and the problem is to fix on E an Hermitian
metric and an ^-connection V so that cl̂  ( ) is unitary and V is Hermitian and
Clifford with respect to the Levi-Civita s-connection fixed by (4.1). By a partition
of unity argument such a structure can always be fixed. To any such structure we
can associate a generalized surgery Dirac operator δ z(ε) G Diff] (M^i?). We can let
z vary obtaining ε-families of Dirac operators δ(ε) and the goal is once again to
investigate the geometry of det(δ(ε)) uniformly as ε [ 0.

Our first result concerns the limiting behaviour of det(ό(ε)), the determinant
bundle itself. For each ε G (0, εo] the two families. δ(εo) are homotopic; thus the
two associated determinant line bundles are isomoφhic. We can specify this iso-
moφhism and study its behaviour as ε [ 0.
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Proposition 4. For each fixed ε G (0, εo] there exists a continuous family of natural
isomorphisms

S(ε,ε) : det(5(ε)) -> det(δ(έ)) (4.5)

with 0 < ε ^ ε which extends in a continuous fashion down to ε = 0, producing
a natural isomorphism

S(ε) Ξ S(ε,0) : det(5(ε)) -* det*(δ(O)) = det^δ-o) <8> det^(δ- i ) . (4.6)

Proof We make heavy use of the results in [16] on the uniform structure of the
resolvent of δ(ε)2 as ε [ 0. Let δ be smaller than the first eigenvalue of dZ}H for
each z e B and let °U = {Uχ} the open cover of B defined as in Sect. 2 by the limit
family δ2(0) = δ2^-. We first concentrate on an open set Wχ G % on which

spec(δ2(0)) Π [0, λ) = 0 MzeWχ. (4.7)

Let N± be the dimensions of null(δf (0)5^(0)) and let Πf(0) be the Z,f-orthogonal
projection onto these subspaces. According to Sect. 5 in [16] if εo > 0 and λ > 0
are chosen small enough the gz(ε)-orthogonal projector Π^(ε) onto the eigenfiinc-
tions associated to the eigenvalues of δj(ε)δ^(ε) contained in the interval [0, λ)
is uniformly of finite rank exactly N± for each ε G [O,εo] and for each z G Wχ.
Recall that the eigenvalues of δ^(ε)ό^(ε) with the above property are, by def-
inition, the small eigenvalues; moreover for each z G Wχ these projections Π^(ε)
belong to Ψ^τ°°, τ > 0, the boundary terms in the surgery calculus. For the above
choice of λ and εo we can assume that λ ^spec(δ2(ε)), Vε ^ εo and Vz E Wχ. Thus

det(δ(ε)) \ Wχ = det(//[(U)) = det(ran/7^(ε)).

Let {ef(έ)}, k = 1,2,...,7V^± be an orthonormal basis of eigenfiinctions for ό^(ε)
δ^(ε) associated to the small eigenvalues. Let {ηkt±(ε)} be the dual basis. For each
ε G (0, ε) we can define a bundle map

S(ε,ε): det(δ(ε)) \ Wχ - det(δ(ε)) \ Wχ

by associating to an element v(ε) G det(ran/72(ε))

υ(ε) = aη+Λ(ε) Λ Λ η+>N+(ε) 0 ex(ε) Λ Λ eN_(ε)

the element

S(ε,ε)v(ε) = aη+Λ(ε) Λ Λ η+>N+(ε) (g) e\(ε) Λ Λ eN_(ε)

in detCranϋ^Cε)). Since Πλ

z(ε) G ψ-?°, τ > 0 for each z G Wλ, it follows that S(ε,ε)
is continuous in ε in the C°-norm of ^°°(^i;Hom(det(δ(ε)),det(δ(ε)))). Moreover
S(ε,ε) extends continuously down to ε = 0 giving a bundle map:

5(fi) : det(ό(ε)) \ Wχ -^ Λm

= det(nullδF) = (άetb(δ-o)0 detb(δ-i)) \ Wλ .

Since Jr7±'/(ε) is for ε G [0,ε0] uniformly of rank A^±, it follows that these maps
are isomorphisms. Thus the proposition is proved for the restriction of the deter-
minant line bundles to the open set Wχ. To handle the general case, i.e. without
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assuming (4.7), it suffices to show once again that if εo is small enough and if
λ < δ is properly chosen, then Vz G Uχ, Uχ G °lί, the #z(ε)-projector i7z(ε) onto
the eigenfunctions of δ z (ε) 2 corresponding to eigenvalues less than λ is uniformly
of finite rank equal to N (in turn equal to the sum of the multiplicities of the
eigenvalues of δ z (0) 2 which are less than λ). The arguments of Sect. 5.3 in [16]
certainly prove that rk(77^(ε)) ^ N: simply apply the argument there to show that
Vλj G spec(δz(0)2), λj < λ, there exists a neighbourhood Vj cΊR. such that the

spectral projector /7z'
7(ε) corresponding to the eigenvalues of δ z (ε) 2 contained in

Vj is, for ε small enough, uniformly of rank equal to Nj = multiplicity of λj. To
show that rk(77^(ε)) = rk(77^(0)) = N we need to rule out the existence of a family
of eigenvalues μ(ε) for 52(ε) such that limμ(ε) = μ < λ but ~μ ^ spec(52(0)). To
do so we can simply apply Proposition 2 of [16]. Alternatively a direct argument
employing WeyΓs criterion ([24]) can be given. The proposition is proved.

Let us denote by Π^ the spectral projection corresponding to the non-negative
eigenvalues of the boundary family of δ— i, i.e. the family δH. Using (4.2), (4.3) we
get identifications det^ (δ—i) <-> det^ (δ— i, Π >) and det^ (δ— o) ^ det^ (δ—o, Π <).

M M — MM

Thus we have proven the existence of natural isomorphisms
S(ε) : det(δ(ε)) -> det6(6^o,i7<) 0 det ,(δ-i ,77^) . (4.8)

On the determinant line bundle det^(δ(0)) = det^(δ—o) 0 det^(δ— i) we can
consider two metrics. The Z>-Quillen metric || \\b,Q defined by (2.5) and the push-
forward, through the isomorphism

S(ε) : det(δ(ε)) -• det^δ-o) 0 d e t 6 ( 5 i
M M

of the Quillen metric || ||g(e) on det(δ(ε)). We denote by || ||* jβ this push-forward
metric. It is somehow suφrising that the metrics || ||*,ε do not converge as ε j 0
to || \\b,Q. Nevertheless the following holds.

Proposition 5. Let v G ̂ °°(B; άQtb(d-o)0 det^(δ-i)) and let z e B. Then as ε | 0,

fi^^ll^H^^IIKz)!^. (4.9)

Proof. By definition
ι

If we assume, as we can, that for εo small enough and λ < δ, λ (JΞspec(δ2(ε)) for
β £ [0,ε0], then

Γ i ϋ ( z ) | l 2 ( f c ( β ) ) . (4.10)

It follows from our definitions that

To understand the asymptotic behaviour of the term in (4.10) involving the zeta
function, we use once again the results in [16] and more precisely the heat surgery
calculus. Using the arguments given in Sects. 6 and 7 of [16] we see that as functions
of z€Uλ,

ί'(0,δz-(ε)δ+(ε;U) = V(0,δz-(0)δz

+(0),λ) + logε 2ζ'(0,dlH,λ)

+ rλ(z,ε) logε +sλ(z,ε) (4.11)
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with rλ,sλ e ^°°(Uλ x [0,ε0]) and rλ(z, 0) = sλ(z, 0) = 0 for each z e Uχ. Notice
that from Lemma 2 of [16] we would get, a priori, an extra term in (4.11) involving
the Z>-trace of the surgery normal operator of the heat kernel; this term is always
zero because of the R+-invariance. From (4.11) the proposition follows since λ < δ
and spec(δ^) Π [0,(5) = 0, so that ζ'(0,d2

zH,λ) = ζ'(0,d2

H).
It should be remarked that although from the odd-dimensionality of Hz it follows

that ζφ,b2

zH) = 0 there is no reason to expect £ ' (0 ,5^) to be zero.
We now pass to the study of the asymptotic behaviour of the (push-forward of

the) Bismut-Freed connection Vdet'ε on det(δ(ε)). By the results of the previous
sections we can introduce on det^,(δ(O)) = det^(δ^), a Bismut-Freed connection
for which we keep the notation ^Vdet. We will denote by ^Vdet'° and ^VdeU the
analogous Bismut-Freed connections on det^δ— 0),det^(δ— i).

For ε > 0 let us consider the metric

on det&(δ(O)). Let V*'ε the push-forward of the Bismut-Freed connection on
det(δ(ε)) through the isomorphism S(ε). This is a connection on det^(δ(O)) com-
patible with || ||^g. According to Proposition 9.10 in [2] the connection V*'£ +
dζ'(S),b2

H) logε is compatible with || | |# ε . Since by Proposition 5 || | | # , ε - *
|| ||6,2 as ε j 0 we can at once guess the following.

Proposition 6. Let

-•,. ,- — w v ~ M i ) ) -> ^°°(B,dQtb(6-o) 0 det f c(5-i) 0 T*B)
M M M M

be the push-forward of the Bismut-Freed connection Vdet'ε on det(δ(ε)) through
the isomorphism (4.6). Then as ε [ 0 we have

V*'ε + dC'(O,δ#) logε —> ̂ Vdet . (4.12)

The convergence of two connections is to be understood as the Ck-convergence
of the connection one-forms associated to any trivializing neighbourhood.

Proof To rigorously prove (4.12) recall the definition of the Bismut-Freed con-
nection Vdet'ε on det(δ(ε)) \ Uχ = det(//[o5/i)(ε)), with λ chosen as in Proposition 5.
By definition Vdet'ε = VA'ε + βf(λ) with βf(λ) defined as in (3.1), (3.3) but with
the trace functional replacing the Z?-trace functional. Thus

oo

j8+(A) = 2 LIM / Tr+(F+(
s

where, by definition,

2

Hence on Uλ we have V*'ε = V*'ε';L + β+(λ) with V*'ε'A equal to the connec-
tion obtained by pushing forward the connection VΛ?ε on det(//[o,;t)(ε)) through the
isomorphism S(ε). Remark now that VΛ'ε is induced by the connection obtained
by compressing onto //[o,/)(ε), the one-form piece of the Bismut superconnection
A(ε) through the orthogonal projection P^χfa). From the proof of Proposition 5,
i.e. ultimately from the uniform behaviour of the spectral projections P[o,λ)(ε), it
follows in a straightforward way that V*'ε';° —> bVA as ε j 0. Hence it suffices
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to analyze the asymptotic behaviour, in ε, of the one-form βf(λ) G ̂ ^(U^A ). Ap-
plying the notation and the results of [16] we have as in the proof of Proposition 5,

oo

β+(λ) = βϊ(λ) + 2 LIM / b-Tτ(Ns(F+(λ9t)))dt
s

oo

+ logε 2UM f Ίr(RH(F+(λ,t)))dt + vλ(ε) logε + wλ(ε) (4.13)

with vλ, wλ G <#°°(Uλ x [0, fit,]; /I 1), ̂ (z, 0) = w^(z, 0) = 0 Vz e £/Λ and with Ns and
/?# denoting the normal homomorphisms of [16]. Once again the term involving
the surgery normal operator of F+(λ,t), visualizing,

2 LIM Jb-Ίτ(Ns(FΪ(λ9t)))dt

is equal to zero because of the R+-invariance of Ns(d(ε)). Let H be the boundary of
M (i.e. the disjoint union of two copies of//). Since by definition RH(δ±(ε)) = δ~,
we obtain

oo _ *2

2 LIM f Tr(RH(F+(λ,t)))dt = -LIM(Tr(δ-[J,δ-](δ^)~^ H))

2 s—>Ό n n £ n

From this last formula and (4.13) it follows that

lim(jβ+(A)+ -logε ^(6^,0)) = βt(λ\ (4.14)
εJ,0 2 H υ

and since ^ ( δ — , 0 ) = 2dζ'{b2

H,Q), the proposition follows for the C°-conver-
H

gence. Using DuhameΓs principle the same arguments can be used to prove Ck-
convergence.

Section 5. Additivity Formulae for Local and Global Anomalies

In this section we will draw two important corollaries from the results of Sect. 4.

Proposition 7. Let i?det(ε) G ̂ ^(B Λ2) be the curvature of the Bismut-Freed con-
nection on det(δ(ε)) and let R^et ,R\Gt G ̂ °°(B;Λ2) respectively the curvatures of
the Bismut-Freed connections on det^(δ—o) and det^(δ— i). Then as ε I 0

M M

^det(^) —* ̂ d + ^d (5-1)

Notice that since we are now comparing curvatures, i.e. elements in ^°°(B;Λ2),
we do not need to take the push-forward of the Bismut-Freed connection on
det(δ(ε)) through the isomorphism S(ε). The limit (5.1) holds with respect to any
C^-norm.

Proof Let ^Vdet be the Bismut-Freed connection on det^(δ-^). For λ < δ, δ
smaller than the first non-zero eigenvalue of δz?// Vz, consider the open set Uχ =
{z G B; λ φ spec(δ^)}. For small enough we have Uχ c {z G B; λ φ spec(δ(ε))Vε }.
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We prove convergence on the restriction of the determinant line bundles to Uχ.
On Uχ the two connections in question will be equal to Vλ'ε + βf(λ) and ^V^ +
β£(λ) respectively. Taking the square of the two connections we obtain respectively
(\7λ>£)2 + dβf(λ) and (bVλ)2 + dβ^(λ). The results of the previous section, and
more precisely (4.13), (4.14) show that dβ+(λ) -> dβ£(λ) as ε j 0. Since from
our set-up it is clear, as in Proposition 6, that (VA ' ε)2 —> (b\7λ)2, the proposition is
proved.

Formula (5.1) gives the asymptotic additivity of the curvatures of the Bismut-
Freed connections on det(δ(ε)) and det^(5—o) 0 det&(δ— i). This also follows from
the local anomaly formula proved in the next section. To give a more interesting
application, consider the holonomy of these connections around a loop γ C B. Since
the extra term in formula (4.14) is exact, we have, directly from the proof of
Proposition 6,

Proposition 8. The holonomy of the Bismut-Freed connection on det(δ(ε)) around
the loop γ c B converges as ε j 0 to the product of the holonomies of the Bismut-
Freed connections on d e t ^ δ — o),det#(δ— i) :

ho\y(Vάet>ε) -> h o l y ^ V ^ ' 0 ) h o l y ( * V d e U ) . (5.2)

Section 6. The Local Anomaly Formula on Manifolds With Boundary

We go back to the setting considered in Sects. 1,2 and 3. Thus we are given a
fibration with boundary φ : M —> B, a vertical Hermitian Clifford module E with an
Hermitian Clifford connection and the associated family of generalized Dirac opera-
tor δ = (δ z) G Όifΐι

b ψ(M;E). Under assumption (2.1) which will be made through-
out this section we have defined on the determinant line bundle det^(δ) associated to
the induced family of Fredholm operators δ z : H\{MZ\E) —> L2(MZ;E) a 6-Quillen
metric || ||z>,ρ and the analogue of the Bismut-Freed connection, bVάQt.

In order to sharpen (1.4) to a local formula for the curvature of ^Vdet, recall
the transgression formula (4) for our family of generalized Dirac operators. We
apply this formula to the family δμ jOO) on the set Uχ. The null bundle of δμ jOO) is
precisely //[o,/) so that (4) reads

V Λ(M/B)Ch\E) -\rj + d Jb-SΎτ f ^ V A * Λ ds
z \ as /

(2πz)2 M/B

(6.1)

with Asχ — s2δ(^oo) + A[i] + Γ z A p ] . The Chern character on the left-hand side is
computed with respect to the connection P[0,/i)^[i]^>[0,/i) The fact that the boundary
contribution remains unchanged for δ and δμ jOO) is again a consequence of the fact
that I(P[Otλ),w) = 0. It follows from formula (6.1), as in [2], that

A(M/B)CW(E) - \
2

( τ

(6.2)
This formula, together with Lemma 6 and the remark Ch(//[oj/i))[2] = (VΛ)2, implies
as in [2] the following result.
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Proposition 9. Let δ be a family of Dirac operators as in Sect. 1 and let us make
assumption (2.1). Let ^Vdet be the connection on the determinant line bundle

7^) introduced in (3.4). Then

(*Vdet)2 = ( — ί - τ / A(M/B)CW(E) -l-η] . (6.3)

The asymptotic additivity of the curvature under surgery, as stated in Proposition 7,
can also be proved directly using the local anomaly formula in the closed case
together with Proposition 9. In fact from the structure of the families 5— o,δ— i near
the boundary, as given in (4.2), (4.3), we see that the two eta-form contributions in
(6.3) have opposite signs, and hence cancel out when we add the two curvatures.
Thus

^ j A(M/B)Ch'(E),
v ~ ' ^ M"/B v ~ ' ^ MΊB

from which the claim follows.

Section 7. The Constant Rank Case: Spectral Cuts and Variation Formulae

Before tackling the constant rank case we need some results on the analysis of
elliptic families on manifolds with boundary.

Let φ : M —> B be a fibration of exact Z?-manifolds as in Sect. 1 and let us make
assumption (1.5). If r G R + is chosen small enough then, clearly, — r φspec(δo,z)
for each z G B. The constant function τ(z) = r is then a spectral cut for the family
δo in the following sense:

Definition 1. Let D = (Dz) be a smooth family of self-adjoint differential operators
on closed compact manifolds. A spectral cut for D is a function τ G ̂ °°{B\ R )
such that

-r(z) $ spec(£>z) Vz G B .

As an example assume that there exists a smooth function θ G ̂ ° °(5;R) such
that the dimension of mx\l(Dz + θ(z)) is constant. This implies that null(Z) + θ) is
a smooth vector bundle and that τ(z) = θ(z) + ε is a spectral cut for ε > 0 small
enough (in fact for ε smaller than the minimum over z E ^ o f the distance between
θ(z) and spec(Z)z)\{#(z)}). The case θ = 0 is particularly important for us; it applies
for example to the boundary operators associated to a family of signature operators.

Let τ be a spectral cut for δo Let Pz = Πz>_r be the L2-spectral projection
corresponding to the eigenvalues of δo,z which are greater than — τ(z). Then P is a
spectral section; the determinant bundle det/j(δ,P) is associated to the global family
of Fredholm operators

δ z

+ : x<z)Hλ

b (Mz; E+ ) -+ xτ^L2

b (M z ; E~) (7.1)

with cokernel naturally isomorphic to the null space of

6~ : χ-<z)L\Mz E-) -> x~™HΓι (MZ;EZ). (7.2)
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We shall refer to τ(z) as a weight for δ+. If we consider the conjugated family

δ(τ) e Όi«lφ(M;E) defined as

_
{Z)z " U ~ τ ( z ) δ + x τ ( 2 ) 0

then the null space of (7.1) and (7.2) are given by the null spaces of δ(τ)+ and
δ(τ)~ acting on unweighted Sobolev spaces so that

_ τ) = det*(δ(τ), 77*) ~ det*(δ(τ)) . (7.3)

More generally Ind(δ,/7^_τ) = Ind(δ(τ),/7^) in K°(B). Notice that

δ(τ)± = 6f + x T τ [δ ± ,x ± τ ] . (7.4)

Recall that the local anomaly formula can be seen as an application of the trans-
gressed form of the family index theorem. Let us thus see how the results of [18]
specialize when we consider Ind(δ,/7^_τ) = Ind(δ(τ),77^).

Let A(τ) = δ(τ) + A^j + A[2] be the Bismut superconnection associated to δ(τ).

The family δ(τ)2 e Όifΐ2

b φ(M;E) has a well defined heat kernel (since σp r(δ(τ)2) =

tfPr(δ2)); using DuhameΓs expansion we can thus consider exp(—At(τ)2) and its

Z?-supertrace, with values in %oo(B,Λ*B),b-SΊτ(exp(-At(τ)2)) = 6-Ch(Af(τ)). Re-

calling that for any smooth family of 6-pseudodifferential operators P e Ψ% φ(M;E)

one has
I(x~wPxw,λ) = I(P9λ - iw) V W G C ,

we obtain, following the notation of [17],

/(A(τ), λ) = yλ + σ(δ0 + τ) + B^j + σB [ 2 ] .

Using the defect formula for the 6-supertrace of a supercommutator as in [18] we
get the fundamental formula

jtb-CHAt(τ)) = -dsb-SΎr ( ^ l e ~ ^ - l-ητ(t), (7.5)

where the eta forms are defined by

with B(τ) = σ(δ0 + τ) + B m + σB [ 2 ]. Let δt be the operator on %°°(B,Λ*B) which

acts as multiplication by t~ϊ on ^°°(i?; ΛιB); let us define a differential form AS(τ)
on M by

AS(τ)(x) = Lg ί (^(s t r^e- '^^Xjcx))) , (7.7)

OO

and let ητ = LIM / ητ{s)ds . (7.8)

Since — τ(z) ^spec(δo,z) the form ίjτ(s) is exponentially converging to zero in
any C^-norm as s —> oo. Thus the form rjτ is well defined. More generally if
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θ G ̂ °°(B; R ) is such that null(δo + θ) is a smooth vector bundle then, for s large,
we can give the following Ck-estimate:

STr,
ds

ύ C(k)s~
k

see [8,2], and the eta form fjθ is again well defined.
The reason to take the regularized limits in (7.7), (7.8) is that the Dirac operators

δ(τ) and δo + τ are not associated to graded Hermitian Clifford connections.
Formula (7.5) can now be used to show that

lτ\ in H\B).
[M/B

 ι J
Here the regularized integral of [17] appears; in the sequel we shall use the notation

AS(τ)= / AS(τ).
M/B

Our real interest though is when the null spaces of δ(τ)z form a smooth vector
bundle over B. If null(δ(τ)) is such a bundle and we denote by Vnu11 the compression
of A[i] onto it, then, by applying formula (7.5), we obtain the following equality
of differential forms:

dab(τ) + Ch(nullδ(τ), Vnu11) = AS(τ) - ^ητ (7.9)

with
oo ίrlIk (Ύ\ A

ab(τ) = LIM / dBb-SΊr ( ̂ p I 2 e - * ' ( * r ds . (7.10)
ίJ0 y (XS J

To bring this formula to a more useful form we study the variation of the terms
on the right-hand side under a change of spectral cut. The formulae we get, together
with those presented in [18], are of some independent interest.

First notice that b-Ch(At(τ)) and ητ{t) are in fact defined for each τ G
^°°(B; R) ; it is only when we take the limit as t —> oo that the Fredholm properties
of the family ό, and hence the assumption that τ be a spectral cut, play a role.

Suppose that τo,τi e ^°°(5;R), with τ\(z) > τo(z) for each z e B. Let τr e
^^(B; R), r G [0,1], be a smooth homotopy connecting them.

Lemma 3. The b-Chern character of At(τr) depends smoothly on r and

(7.11)

Proof Recall that [δ,/] = d(df). Writing (o(Tr))± as 6± + ̂ [ δ ^ c ^ ] we
obtain, near the boundary of M,

dAt(τr) i / 0 iτrd(fy
dr ^_/t r C i (^) o

so that, using the identification EgM ^ E° φ E° of [17], we obtain
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Applying the defect formula for the Z?-supertrace of a supercommutator the propo-
sition follows easily.

Taking the integral in r from 0 to 1 and considering the regularized limit as in
(7.7) we obtain from this lemma the following result:

AS(τi) - AS(τ0) = -dB J LIM Z>-STr (dAtjTr\~AtM2\ d r
o no \ dr )

- J LIM —j=SΎrC\(\)(στre-Btiτr)2)dr (7.12)

for any τo,τi e ^°°(£; ]R).
Next we analyse the variation of rjτr(s) in r. Directly from Sect. 14 of [18] we

have

Lemma 4. The differential forms ητr(s) depend smoothly on r and

From this lemma we obtain a second useful result:

Proposition 10. Let τ be a spectral cut for δ 0 and let θ e ^°°(B; IR) be a smooth
function with the property that null(δo + θ) is a smooth vector bundle, τ{z) > θ(z)
and spec(δo,z) Π (—τ(z), —θ(z)) = 0 for each z e B. Let us choose an homotopy τr

between θ = τo and τ = τ\ such that θ ^ τr ^ τ and τr — θ + r for r 6 [0,r), f < 1
small. Then

rjτ = rjθ + Ch(null(δ0 + θ), Vnu11) + / LIM ( - - ^ S T r C i ( i ) ( σ τ r β - B ί ( v ) 2 ) ) dr

o no \ v π J

+ / LIM ( -db f STrci(i) f στr^=—sΛhle-®s{τr)
2 \ ds\ dr . (7.13)

o no y t y y/π as J J

Proof We integrate the formula of Lemma 4, first in s, from t to oo, and then in
r, from ε to r = 1. Taking the regularized limits for small time we obtain

~ - \ ( * BuΛ
Άτ = >7(6>+ε) + J L I M ^ = S T r C i ( i ) ( σ τ r e tKr) ) \ dr

8 \ v /

1 / oo I s2 dΊR (T ^ 2 I \
+ / U?fi ~db I S T Γ C K D σ τ r — = ' r

 e-
Bs{τr) \ds\dr. (7.14)

ε ^ υ \ t \ V π β Γ II

Since from Sect. 16 of [18] it follows that

lim η{θ±ε) = ηθ± Ch(null(δ0 + θ), VnuI1) , (7.15)

the required formula follows from taking the limit as ε —> 0 in (7.14). To justify
the existence of the limit in ε of the last integral on the right-hand side we need to
use the results of [4], and more precisely, Theorem 12, which gives the (improved)
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large time estimates of the heat kernel of the superconnection σ(δ0 + 0) + B[i].
(Notice that since the term IB[2] in the Bismut superconnection is used only for the
small time behaviour, we can assume that for s large we are dealing precisely with

From (7.9), (7.12) and the above lemma we obtain:

Proposition 11. Let δ be a family of Dirac operator on exact b-manifolds as
in Sect. 1 and let us assume that for the boundary family the assumptions of
Proposition 10 hold. Then if the null spaces of δ(τ)z form a smooth vector bundle
we have the equality of differential forms

dab(τ) + dyb(θ,τ) + Ch(nullδ(τ), Vnu11) = AS(0) - ^ηθ - ^Ch(null(δ0 + 0), Vnul1)

(7.16)
with ocb(τ) fixed by (7.10) and

* * < > - 1 MS1 ( / S T r ™ {
+ / LIMZ>-STr (Ϊi^e-^'A dr . (7.17)

i no V dr )
As a particular case let us assume that the boundary family δo has null space

of constant dimension. Thus we can choose θ = 0.
If % — u, u > 0 small and τr — r, r G [0, u], then under the assumption that the

null spaces of δ(u)z are of constant dimension we obtain the fundamental formula

dθLb(u) + dγb(u) + Ch(null(δ(iO), Vnu11) = — ί - ^ / A(M/B)Ch\E)
(2πi)2 M/B

7nu11) (7.18)

with ocb(u) and yb(u) fixed by (7.10) and (7.17) respectively.

Section 8. Hermitian Geometry and Surgery in the Constant Rank Case

Let δ be a family of Dirac operators as in Sect. 1. We now work under assumption
(1.5):

The null spaces of the boundary family δo z>
 z £ B, are of constant dimension.

(8.1)
Let u G IR, u > 0 and u < σo, with σo less than the smallest positive eigenvalue
of δo,z for each z G B. We consider the conjugated family

o(*0± = δ * + Λ : ™ ^ , J C ± M ] . (8.2)

Since the boundary family of δ(u), viz. δo + u, is by construction invertible, we
can define as in Sect. 1 a determinant line bundle detb(δ(u)). For each z G B and
each u G (0, σo) we have null(δz(w)) = null(δz,/7^). Thus there are canonical iso-
morphisms Su : detb(δ(u)) —• det/,(δ,77^).
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Moreover it should be recalled at this point that in the product case there is a

natural isomorphism det&(δ,Π^) <-> detAPs(δ,Π^).
We are now interested to investigate the Hermitian geometry of det/,(δ,/7^). In

the invertible case analyzed in Sect. 6 the fundamental result was that there exists a
natural connection with curvature precisely equal to the 2-form piece of the right-
hand side of the family index formula. The family index formula for the index
bundle Ind(δ,77^) follows from (7.18):

Ch(Ind(δ, Π±)) = — ^ / A(M/B)Ch\E) -\η- ich(null(δ0), Vn u 1 1), (8.3)
(2π/)2 M/B 2 2

and we are now looking for a connection on det#(δ,Π^) with curvature equal
to the 2-form piece of the right-hand side of (8.3). We solve this problem on
det/,(δ(w)). According to the results of Sects. 2,3 we can define a Z>-Quillen metric
|| \\biU and a Bismut-Freed connection b\7άQt'u. More precisely we can choose the
cover % = {Uχ} of Sect. 2 uniformly in u, for u > 0 small. Then detj,(δ(κ)) \
Uχ = det(//[o,A)(w)) with H[0,χ)(u) equal to the direct sum of the eigenspaces of
δ(u) corresponding to eigenvalues less than λ. We simply define the Quillen metric
and the Bismut-Freed connection on Uχ substituting in Definition (2.5) and (3.4)
the family d(u) to the family δ:

\\b = o+ /n

with Vλ>uJ+u(λ) defined as in (3.3), (3.2) but with δ(w) instead of δ.

Applying formula (7.9) to δ(w)μjOO) we get:

d(ab(u,λ)) + Ch(H[0,λ)(u)) = AS(iί) - \ri(u)

with the Chern character computed with respect to the connection obtained by com-
pressing A[η onto H[ofχ)(u). Proceeding as in Sect. 6 we get the equality of differ-
ential forms:

(* vdet,M )2 = A S ( I | ) [ 2 ] _ l-η(u\2] . (8.4)

This is the local anomaly formula in the weighted case. Using the variational for-
mulae of Sect. 7 we can improve (8.4) as follows. Formula (7.18) shows that if

yb(u) = / LIM (/STrαo) ( σ - φ ^ V ^ Λ ds) dr
'J« \i \ 2/π ds J Jo 'J« \ i \ 2\/π ds

( ^ , (8.5)

no V dr J
then on Uχ

dab{u, λ) + dγb(u) + Ch(tf[(U)(«)) = — V / A(M/B)CW(E)
(2m) 2 U./B

(8.6)
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as differential forms on Uχ. Thus if we define a perturbed Bismut-Freed connec-
tion as

we finally get

t + dyh{ύ)m

Ch(H[0,λ)(u)\2] + dy(u\X]

Γ i 1 1 1
——» J A(M/B)Ch\E)--η--Ch(nul\(dolV^ι)\ . (8.7)

_(2πi)2Uλ/B 2 2 J ^

Note that the above arguments can be carried over for a negative weight as well. In
this case, using (7.15), we obtain a perturbed Bismut-Freed connection ^v(det'-w)
with curvature

1 1
A(M/B)Ch\E) --η+ -Ch(null(δ0), Vnu11)

2 ' 2
(8.8)

Summarizing, by fixing any w G (0, σo) a n ( i considering the canonical iden-
tification deU(5,J7^) ^ det/,(5(w)) we can endow the line bundle det^(5,77^)
with a Z?-Quillen metric and a Bismut-Freed connection bVάQt. Moreover we can
perturb ^Vdet and define a connection ^Vdet with curvature equal to the 2-form
piece of (8.6). We have proved the following

Theorem 2. Let δ be a family of Dirac operators on manifolds with boundary as
in Sect. 1. Let us assume the boundary family δo to have null space of constant
dimension in z e B. Let us endow the resulting smooth vector bundle null(δ0) with
the connection Vnu11 obtained by compressing onto null(δo) the l-form piece of the
Bίsmut super connection. Let det&(δ,i7^) be the determinant line bundle associated
to δ and the spectral section Π^ defined by the spectral projection associated to
the non-negative eigenvalues of do. Then

(i) There exists a connection b\/άQt on det^δ, 77^), which is a natural pertur-
bation of the Bismut-Freed connection, with curvature

U 1
— J A(M/B)CW(E) - -η- -Ch(null(δ0), Vnu11)

2 ' 2
(8.9)

[2]

(ii) If the metrics are of product type near the boundary and if(δ,Π^) denotes
the Atiyah-Patodί-Singer family in the incomplete setting then there exists a
natural explicit isomorphism

T : detAPs(δ, Π^) -> deU(δ, Π^).

Finally let us consider the surgery problem of Sect. 4 when we relax assumption
(4.4) and only assume:

the null spaces of the family δH are of constant dimension. (8.10)
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On both M and M we can consider conjugated families of the type considered
in (8.2) with u either positive or negative but in any case chosen in the interval
(—σo, σo) with σo > 0 less than the square root of the smallest positive eigenvalue
of the family δ2^.

By assumption (8.10) these families are Fredholm on unweighted Sobolev
spaces. Thus there are well defined determinant bundles defined as in Sect. 1.

Let 5 be the original family associated with the closed fibration (φ :M^B,
GM/B) and for ε G (0,ε0] and u > 0 let us consider the family of Dirac operators

6±(ε,«) = (x2 + ε2)= F2δ±(ε)(*2 + ε 2 ) ± i (8.11)

with δ(ε) as in Sect. 4. Clearly for each z G B the operator δz(ε,w) is an element

of the surgery calculus of Mz : δz(ε,w) G Diff](Mz;£). Moreover δz(0, u) is a con-

jugated operator δ z^(w) G Difΐι

b(Mz,E) of the type considered above.

Using the identifications of Sect. 4 we obtain for the limit operators the analogues
of (4.2), (4.3), namely:

q (δ±(o, u))-,. (4)- 1 = ±x|- + a* + u,

q (δ±(0, u))Mo - (L±Γι = ±y^- + δ(_tf) - u with j ; = -x . (8.12)

We shall denote by δ-o(—w),δ-i(ι/) the Z?-families induced by δ^(w) onM —> 5,

M -^ B respectively. Notice that by considering (8.11) we have again reduced the
constant rank case to the invertible case.

We now concentrate on det(ε,w). First observe that we can equip the deter-
minant bundles det(δ(ε,t/)),det^,(δ-o(—u)),det^,(δ-i(w)) with Quillen metrics and

Bismut-Freed connections vd e t'εΛ ^V^f'^/V^f'10 with curvatures ^det(ε,w),
M M

^det (~u)> ^Lt ό ( w ) respectively. By the results of Sect. 4 we have a natural isomor-

phism det(δ(ε,ι/)) <-> det^(δ^) = det^,(δ-o(—«)) 0det^,(δ-i(M)). Let us denote by

77^ the spectral projection associated to the non-negative eigenvalues of 6H. Using

(8.12) we easily obtain canonical identifications det^(δ-i(w)) <-> det^(δ-i,77^),

det^(δ-o(—w)) <-> det^(δ-o,/T<), w > 0. Thus there exist natural isomoφhisms

S(ε,u) : det(δ(ε,iθ) -> detZ7(δ-o,77<) 0 d e t ^ δ - i , / ! ^ ) . (8.13)

Moreover as ε | 0 we have

Rdet(ε, u)

hol r(V d e t ' ε '") -π h o l v ( * V ^ - H ) ) hol,(''vLdf'" )) Vy
M M

Although these results are interesting in their own right it is clear that these are
not the right connection to consider, the reason being that they are associated to
Dirac families which are not defined by Hermitian Clifford connections. In particular
the small time behaviour of the superconnection heat kernel is not well behaved and
the curvatures R^χ(β,u), R^et (—w), R\Qt (u) are not easily computable (they are in
fact given by regularized limits). We remedied this problem for weighted operators
on manifolds with boundary in the first part of this section when we perturbed the
Bismut-Freed connection, obtaining a connection on det^(δ(w)) -̂> det&(δ,Π^) with
curvature as computable as possible (see Theorem 2). We now apply this procedure
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to δ-o(-w) and δ-i(w) obtaining connections *
MM

perturb the connection Vdet'ε'w by the one form

to δ-o(-w) and δ-i(w) obtaining connections *V^?'~M) *V^f'M). Similarly we can
MM MM

d

dr,

thus defining Vdet'ε'w = Vdet'ε'w + y(ε,u\\] with curvature equal to Z?det(β) of Sect. 4.
Applying the heat surgery calculus as in Proposition 6 we obtain

lim y(ε,M)[i] + logε dξ(u) = yb^{u\x]

with ξ(u) G ̂ °°{B) given in term of the heat kernel of δ~. Thus as ε [ 0 we have
the convergence of the push-forward of

l o g ε δ

to bV{^u) = * V^*" 1 0 0 Id + Id 0 f

It is clear as in Sect. 4 that the extra-term, being exact, does not contribute to the
computation of the curvature and of the holonomy. We can finally state our main
result about surgery:

Theorem 3. Let (ψ : M —> B^M/B) be a closed Rίemannian fibration and let δ G
Difflφ(M;E) denote a family of Dίrac-type operators associated to a Hermitian
Clifford connection. Let H be a disconnecting fibering hypersurface in M with
defining function x G ̂ °°{M) as in Sect. 4 and let us make assumption (8.10).
For ε G (0,ε0] consider the family δ(ε) associated to the family of Riemannian
metrics g(ε) = \dx\2/(x2 + ε2) + gM/B Let u > 0 be less than σo in turn less than
the square root of the smallest positive eigenvalue of O2. H for each z G B. Let
δ(ε, u) be the family (8.11).

(i) The determinant line bundles det(δ) and det(δ(ε, u)) are isomorphic.

(ii) Let M =M UM be the b-fibratίon associated to the b-metrίc #(0) and
let δ^- = δ-o θ 5 - i be the limit operator. Then for each fixed ε G (0,ε0], u G
(0, σo) there exists a natural isomorphism

S(ε,u): det(5(ε,W)) - de t f t (δ-o,Π < )®det ό (δ- 1 , J7 έ ) (8.14)

and thus an isomorphism S : det(δ) —> det^(δ-o,/7<) 0 det^(δ-i,/7^) Fix wG
(0, σo). Then we equip the three line bundles appearing in (8.14) with perturbed
Bismut-Freed connections Vdet'ε ^Vdet'°, b\7άQt'1 respectively in such a way that for
the curvatures and the holonomίes the following formulae hold:

lim(Vd e t ' ε)2 = (*Vdet'°)2 + (*V d e U ) 2 , (8.15)
ε—>0

lim hoL(Vd e M) = hol/V d e t ' ° ) h o i / V d e t ' ) Vy € MapCS1,^). (8.16)

Once again the additivity of the curvatures can also be proved by making use
of the local anomaly formula in the closed case together with (8.7), (8.8) (see
also (8.12)).
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